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A discussion of’the”i~tegral relations for flti d–the boundary-
la@ ty$ is py6si3ntpd;’It is shot?n,thatthe characteristic laws of
spread of”jets, wakesj and’so forthl can be obtained directly for the
laminar case and, with the help of dimensional reasoning> for the tui-

-.

bulpnt case as Y?llP ,,
. .. . .

‘Me&ur&m6nts. of,~he:qean velocity, the intensity--aiidl&l&”6?-~-”””
...-._-”

ttibulent fiuqtqations;;and of the turbulent shear tn a two-dimensional
mixing z5n0 are presented’y The results of these iueasurementsare cum-
pahed with the mixl~-leuth ”theories. It i.kShOWh that both rnixfnu
iength and 6xc@n@~~ff~cient vary across the ~xing zone.- !Tlii-tbo-
r%es based on’th? as’s’iimptionof constant mixing length or exchange
coefficient-are:&us in error, .

,, .

A dischksion”of ~he &%r&y balance of’the fluctuating ”fi=i&—
given and-the.~rip+e co~,elation is estimated.

. .—
,, ., .,. - —- .

.. -——- -- ___..
INTRODUCTION”!,

—.
,,., . . . . -“,’ -.

“ The invb’qtigak”~ons”presented herein constlt&e one part-o~a--~ng-”
—==#==1 —

range resear.ch’progrqnon the development and nature of turbulent f’luw.
The bacQ&oi.md”s+d Acope.of $hzs yro@m are outlined in order to show
,whythq”experimental investigations, of which som simple ‘~”rtswere”6-&r-
ried:ou’tsoqe time ago, s@xd@ be undertaken.

—.
.. .. .

,-
,Th~oret’icalturbvlqtice@search can be divided into threb..=in x&-

—

tione: le.minar”stabilitjjphenomenological theories of fully developed
turbulent flowj and stati~tical theories. Following Re~oldsl workj the
emph@sis ~f the tlibore~i~l research centered.mainly on the stability
problem. The qtiestion.,qfwhether lamhar flow was stable or not stable
in general became,the subject of”a ~eat many pa~ers. Both t@e_energy
“method of investigating”instability and the method of small p@&b&tions
were @ed ex$ensivel.y~;?t lies in the nature of these inyestigatiogg,, -. . . —-.-. , ,..,.. .-”.--:==. ,—. .

.-----
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that they are analytical theories; thalrls, the results of the stability Q

investigations should lead to results which, without ad~usting any con-
stant, agree with experimental f$ndings. The first marked sucoess of the
instability theories was G. I. Taylor’s disoovery of the instability of
flow between rotathg oylinders which was found to be in exoellent agree-
ment with experiment. The theory ~,qtability of ’two-dimensionalflow
was first successfully carried through for the case of Couette flow. Re-

- suits for the more important oasss.like plane Poiseuille flow and 31aslus
flow (that ts, boundary-layer flow) were doubtful for a long time. The

.

investigations of Heisenberg and Tollmien’were not considered mathemati-
cally rigorous, and expertintal evidence waE not available. Only in the
last 4 years has the theory of leminar instability %een definitely set-
tled as a result of the work of C. C. Lin (reference 1). The results of
thts instability theory for the Blasius flow were.found to be In excel-
lent agreement with experimental results.

The stability theories deal with small perturbations and linearized ●

equations and thus can prediot only the lower limit of stability, that is,
the limit at which a small perturbation will “increasein amplitude for
the first time. The stability theories are unable to predict transition ●

and the onset of turbulence. There is little doubt that in both the tran-
sition region and the fully developed turbulent region the nonlinear terms
are essential, smd this is, of course, the reason why an analytical theory
of developed turbulence and of transit~on is nonexistent. ‘I!heorieBof
fully developed turbulence are, in general, phenomenological theories.
Some probhms have also been attacked by statistical methods.

The phenomenological and statistical theories form the second and
third groups of theoretical turbulence investigations, The phenomenolog-
ical theory of turbulent shear flow also goes back to ReynoU3s~ introduc-
tion of the “apparent shear.” These theories developed very rapidly,
following the introduction of the “mixing length” concept by L. Prandtl.
The main prowess was due to the work of Prandtl, &~, and Taylor. The
momentum transf’er,the vorticlty transfer, and the similarity theories
were developed in rapid succession. The mean-velocity distributions
oomputed from the mixing-length theories were found to be in good agree-
ment with experimental results eitthe time. Skin-friction fo~laa, for’
example, the famous logarithhdc”iawjcould be developed on the basis of
these theories and checkd,with experiments. Experimental researoh in
these years was directed mainly toward findi~”which of the three main
theories was most nearly correot. The answer found from W–e e~erimental
results, which consisted”mainl.yof measurements of mean-velocity and mean-
tmnperature distributions in boundary layers, channels, sets end *eS,”
was somewhat disturbing. The flow near a wall was found to agree fafrly
well with results of the momentum transport aqd similarity theories; ftlow .
in wake and Jets agreed better with the vorticity transport theory. The
evidence for these various theories“hasbeen discussed in referencf32,
and in papers by K&m&h (reference 3) and Taylor (reference 4). The

.

P
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shortccxuingsof these three phencmenological theories have been pointed
out clearly by Karman. In the oourse of the present report, the authors

.wtll return to this discussion In some d“etial. —.._ . . —
.. .. ,, ,, ,..-.”

It is t~u@t that, a; the.pre~ent time, the &%g-~~@h theories
have lost much of tieir value. AS a matter of fact, the main results of
these theories can.be obtained by d~ensi~~l reasoning, Without the in-
troduction of a hypothesis “~,the metianism of turbulence. we mixing
length itE@lf, which can-~w be cmnputed directly from.measured quanti~
ties, IS found to be a ~aplicated f~ncti~n of the .coordtnates, ThUS,
the principal advan+age of the ~ixiW-ien@h t,heories,nanlelythe idJ?O-
duction of a “simple” le~th, is gone. It should be mentioriedhere that
the realization t~t d~emio~a~~YsiS f~rmishes practically all the
results of the mixing theories has grown steadily since K&711&11S1937
paper. C. B. Millikan (reference 5), Mises (reference 6), Reichardt.(ref-
erence 7), and Iatelr squire (reference 8), have “expressedthis point Of

.
~hT. In the discussion & later.parts of the present report this point
will be taken,up again. 3

Q There remains the third group of “theoretical~nvestigations, the
statisticalapproach. In-the simplest case,,that of isotropio turbulence,
first treated by Taylor (reference 9) and subsequently by K&l@ (refSr-
ence 10), a complete klne~tic a~lysis could be developed. The dynami-
Cal equatiohs of motion could be reduced to a point at which -definite
solutions could be obtained for ~arious speoiffc aSSUIIl@iOIIS.But e~en.
here there does not exist a ‘physi~l principle which permits certain se-
lection from among the varfous possible solutions. There @Ve beSn but
few attempts to extend tie s~tietical theories to more complicated C&!Se”S ‘“-‘“
such as shear ~tion; K&.& discussed these possibilities and gave one
solution for..theease of plane Couette flow. Evetimore general attempt8
for a statistical theory of turbulence have been made by Burgers; however,
no results which can be che~ked ~lt~ e~ertint~ have been obtained as yet.

1 Chou has developed a theory of turbulence (reference 11) using the
i

*

equations of correlation s~~t~ fr~ Reynolds’ equati~n for the double
Correlation and yrocee~fng tQ correlations of highe~ order. Because of
the nonlinear term in,tMe equation of motion,.it is apos~ible to”obtain
an equation ‘#hichincludes only correlations of’0Qe,0rdf3~. The tiouble,.
Correlation equa~~on thus ~vo~v~s,te~ Cofltaining~iple C~”relatiOn,”
and so on. The difficulty here i~, of course, to find’a~ aU3mnt to
break the subsequent equati~~ off at a certain point. Here again a clear
physical idea is needecl,’btias”y~t has not been found. The application
Of Chou’s equation thus involves-an arbitrary assumption which~”’a6in pre-
vious theories, has then tO be checked by a comp&ison with experimental .
results.

In summarizing, there exists,at the present time no satisfactory the-
ory ol?turbulent flow. The concept of a simple mixing length is not -
usable and does not agree with experiment. The recent introduction by Lin,
in an unpublished work on velocity and temperature distributions in
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..

turbulent Jets, and by Prandtl and G.drtler(reference 12) of the aesump- .
tion of constqnt”exchange coeffloient does not agree with meaaurod values
of the exohange coefficient,”as will he shown in thf.sreport. In general,
the ability of a specific phenomenological theory to predict a,mean-
velboity distribution which agrees well with measurements 3s not at all a
proof that the iwstiptfone of’the thbory a%e correct. In fact, in tho
example of the plan+ mixing region which is discussed in detail in this
report; it will be shown that both the theory based’on a “constantmixing
length” and also the one based.on the “conatent exchange coefficient” can
be made to agree w~th the experimental mean-velocity distribution, in
spit-e_ofthe fact that neither the measured exchange coefficient nor the
measured mixing length is even approximately constant.

The.situation, therefore, appears to be as follows: H only the
mean-velqcity distribution of a turbulent-flow problem is desired, it
IifWallycw be obtained by dimensional consideratlone, assuming a reason-
able curve (e*g.,.an prror function in the case of the mixing region), 9

and the determination of one constant from experiment. For an understand-
ing of t~bulen~ Tlcw in general a study of vax$ous mean-velocity dla-
trlbutions is of little use. The fields of turbu~gnt fl~tuatfo~ must-be w

---—.. . .. --

studied in detail. At the present”tfme, it is believed that extensive........-..—-——-.
experimental research is of primary importance. The turbulent fluctua-
tio~ should be investigated in various cases of turbulent flow ranging
from isotropio, turbulence to boundary layers and Jets. The m@n purpose
of such @n Investigationwould be to detezmulnewhich charactmistics of
the fluctuating field me universal and whioh vary essentfall.yfrom one
group of flow cases to another (e.g., free turbulence lib jets and wakes
on one hand, boundary layers and channel flow on the other). Relchardt
has proposed the develo~ent of a theory of turbulence, in an inductive
way, from measurements (reference 7). However, since the-”onfi”~as$sor
Retchardt’s approa~h fs mean-velacity distributions, his work is open tw
exactly the seinecriticism as that applied to a comparison of other theo-
ries with mean-velocity distributions. Reichardt’s final equation, there-
fore, aside from ob~ections whioh can be raised regarding certain invarl-
ant properties, appears to be ?.uerelyan empirical interpolationformula.

The hot-wire teohnique Is developed to a point at which all fluctuat-
ing velocity components”and all double correlations can be measured. It
is likely that a knowledge of the.”triplecorrelation, that is, the diffu-
sion of turbulent ener~, is necessary. The development of a hot-wire
circuit’able to measure triple correlations is-at present in progress,

.Themeasurements which are discussed in this report are meamrements
of flow in a two-dimensionalmixing region. Earlier--measurementsalong
the same lines of attack have been-oer~ied out on an axially symmetrical
Jet. Measurements in a two-dimensionalchannel are now in progress ea
are preliminary measurements of a heated jet with essential differences
in density.

,
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To carry out k~eriments in a field where there is little guidance
from the theory is somewhat difficult. It is entirely possible that
after a complete theory is knOWrL2it will be.found that some trivial meas-
urements have been made and important ones omitted. This was tti case in
the laminar instability and transition investigations in which many meas-
urements of’“natural” fluctuations in the laminar layer were carried out
by various,observers. After the ~oblem was clearly understood, it be-
came evident that many of these measurements were of no use and repre-
sented merely investigations,of c~plicated eff’cotsrelated to specific
wind tunnels.

..
.

In order to reduce this possibility as ‘inchas possible, it is fiecee-
sary to (a) try to define the experimental conditions as clearly as possi-
ble; for example, make ‘surethat a “tw~neional” ~et ie two-dimensional
to a sufficient degree, and.(b) use as much guidance as possible from
ener~ and mcjnentumconsj.iieratto~”ad from dimensional analysts.

In a field as complicated as turbulence, even pr6c&iozis of this
nature are not always successful. For exen@e, the effect of free-stream
turbulence upon the isotropic turbulence downstream of a grid.has been
investigated in three institutions; (kunh~idge,National Bureau of
Standards, esldGALCIT, with different results. The reasons for this dif3-
crepancy are not yet clear. Here, evidently, a quantity which has been
considered of minor importance and has not been measured cannot be neg-
lected. This case shows also that a certain duplication of research is
desirable here rather than superfluous.

This investigation was conducted at the Guggenheim Aeronautical
Laboratory, California Institute of l!echnolo~, .und,erthe,sponsorship and
with the financial.assist~ce of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.

“..-
The authors woul~ lfke to acknowledge the cooperation of Mr. S.

COrrsin.

SYMBO19

Xi Cartesian coordinates. xl = x Is the longitudinal cootinate; ‘x-
.-

axis is defined by the streamline & = 0.5; ~ = ~
Uo

corref3ponds
.“ .
to the jet opening; x= =Y 5s the lateral coordinate, Increasing
toward the free stream

~.GL
b (X)

.— -
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a constant determined by fitting the measured velocilzrprofile to
.

the theoretical one ‘ ‘

magnitude of Instantaneous

magnitude of mean velocity

velocity

magnitude of fluctuating velocity

cctnponentof w in the xi-iiirectbn

u ccmp~en~” of W “in the Xl.(=x) direction
.,

v component of W in the X8 (=Y) direction “

component of q in the ““xi-direction(UI

free-stream velocity

instantaneous static pressure

static-pressure fluctuation
,,

density ,.

absolute viscosity
....

kinematic v~scosity “

boundary-layer thiclmess in general

momentum thickness of boundary layer

miscroscale of turbulence
.

scale of turbulence

shearing stre&s

turbulent exchange c“oefflcient

mixing length

double correlation coefficient expressing
and V’ at a given point

double correlation oobfficient expressing
two points displaced in y-direotion

-.

II

-.

,.

correlation between u’
h

correlation of UJ at
G
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R=*

i

i.

e

R

&

Ra

m
●

s

z.

Y

G

a

double correlation coefficient expressing correlation of ut at-j%o
poigts displaced in z+ection .. .- ,’,

mean value of current through hot wire

current through hot wire when velocity is zero

voltage across hot wire

mean value of

resistance of

resistance of

R-%

PeBietance of hot &ire ‘.’

hotwl.rest O°C ‘ ..

hot wire at room temperature

sensitivity of hot w~e to flow perperidictiar

. .

to wire

compenaatian resistance

.
thermogalvanometer reading

gain of amplifier

temperature coefficient of change of resistivity of the hot wire

The
- I.emlinar,

“ The

“A@XTICAL CONSIDERATIONS .

Classification of Turbulent-Flow Yroblegs

fundamental problems in two--d3mensionalshear flow, turlulent or
can be c~sified according to the following table:

r
Bo~*Y “ Symmetric Asy&netric

Free Jet, wake Mixi% region

Solid Channel Boundary layer
(Coue$te flow)

Couette flow is difficult to realize experimentally. The flow
between rotating cylinders is simi@r, but the i-tiluenceof-centri~al
foroes induces secondary flow even in the turbulent case.

u

—-
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The equations ‘ofmutton for the mean-velocity distribution can be
reduced to the standard boundaz”~l.ayerform of the equations for all
these
which
first

configurations except the-c~ael flow (and also Couette flow), for
even sim~ler equations hold. It is therefore useful to discuss
the integral relations of boundary flow. .

Integral Relations of Boundary-Layer Flow~
.,

To discuss the behavior cf the mean-velocity distribution, the inte-
gral relations for momentum and ener~ in bydjmy-layer flow prove very
useful. ‘The momentum equations> that is, Karme.nrsin’re~ralequations,
have been used a great’deal in considerations of this type. It will be
seen that the addition of the energy
a general discussion of the behavior
The boundary-layer equationa are:

-Pl#t”-’* ma &
$Wvay

h+yal equatl’on3s ‘?er~useful for
of the mean velocity distributiw.

.~+g=-

%’%=0 (2)

Integrating equation (1) with respect to y between two variable limits
a(x) and b(x), say, furnishes the momentum integral equation:

b b

J
P+Y+

[
L&l

Pv ~“ dy =-(b-a)~+7b-Ta
a .a

(3)

--”

By transforming the secoridinteypil on the left,

Hence> equation (3) becomes:

‘It has recently come to the attention of’~he al?th.>~sthat-a gener-
alized tecknique fQr the application of intc~i methods for Mundary-layer
calculations has been presented by L. G. Loitsianekii in reference 13.

.“

-,
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b. In all cases of free mixing and also for the boundsr’’byer on a fht

plate ~ = O, and eqution (4) beccmes,

and, in the turbulent case,

in the Iamttir case}

b

- QUV
1

(~a)

a —— .,..

—

(m)
- — -. . .

. .

Equations (5) willbe discussed for specific cases after s’tir”equa-
tions for the energy have been written.

.

Multiplying equation (1) with u and integrating furnishes an
energy iiit~al equation in the f’o-rm:

By partial integration,

Therefore, b

! ZQ=H’U2VI:+W”2%!%‘-- ---~uv$1

e, a

Also, .
—.

Hence equation (6) becomes:
.-
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H g = o it-follows that, in the Mminar oaae,

k“’)d”’$-;”ir -(”GYQ
a a

.

(8EJ

●

and, in the turbulent case,

The same type of equation can be written for the axially symmetrical
case and also for the temperature.

Applications M? the Int~gral E~uations

The use of the integm.1 equations for mixing problems will be illus-
trated by two examples: tho jet and the ntlxingzone.

Jet.- The problem is
b ie~placed by O to
~et, that ia, b denotes
with sufficient accuracy,

symmetrical.;hence the integration from a to
b(x). Then 2b is taken as the width
the distance from the axis of symmetry
u = O. Thus, bquation (5) becomes}

=0 atf y-b, ad v= Oaty =()
symmetry, equation (8) becomes, Si2Eik~y,

HencO,

of the
where,

b~

(9)

.

.=

*

.
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for both the laminar and turbulent cases and

In the
put:

—au~rv? .
*

L

incompressible, fully devel~ed jet, assume

dy (e)

dy (b)

Slmil.erityand

(10)

thti”

u = uok) f(q) q=-L
b (X)

.

Equations (9) and (lOa) are sufficient to determine Uo(x), b(X) for

the laminar Jet. For the turbulent jet an assumption must be =de for

Urvl. By dimensional reasoning, let

u’v~ = U.%) $(n)

Then equation (9) becomes

3.

(x.&
/’ fa(q)dq =M
o-,-.

aqd.equations (10) become .r

lid’
J3dL&b

fZ-F-G fs(q)d.q=

i

s
puo

J
o

1

[
[f’(q)12

1

t3(n) f’(q)

or, if the constants are omitted for tke time being,

where p = constant over the flow field.
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r
_~ g

in the laminar case

-&l&d - ~ “
1 U.s in the turbulent ca8e

Hence,

Laminar

Or, if q is defined as

Tu2Wzlent

b/ux
.

the initial velocity of.thq Jet, M = pui2...

Leminar

.

for a given nozzle size, and the follcwing”dimensionless fo~
written:

Turbulent

~ = constant
x

can be
.

,

The ccnstants can be determined If specific velocity and shear dietrlbu-
tione are assumed. For the veloclty distribution a reasonable function
1s, for example,

Free mixing zone.- h
tegral relations determine

.-

f(q) = eq2

the symmetrical problem of the jet the two ~-

the behavior of ~(x) andof b(x). In the
..

unsymmetricalmkzln$ region there exists a fiwe stream of constzzntvelcc-
itiy. Similarity hwnstreamme~, consequently, that the velocity and
shear are functions of only one variable q. Now, hcwever, the mixing
process is not aymmethica.1and two equations are needed to determine the
different rates of spread into the free stream and into the air atiest
(or into air moving at a different velocity). Call the width of the

.

.
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.
region b (Z + a) where b is a function of x) and a is a const~t.
The mmetrtun-~ion, equation (5), furnishes, if v = o at Y = bj

.,.
. . . . ..-—

or

Introducing

.,. _

u =’UOf(q)
1 .

gives

Hence, there is
no mixing, or

obtained the triviel solution b = constant} *hat is;

.
1’

“Jf%q=l

. .,., .
., ,..

—.

which determines a. ,, .

The energy equation.furnishes:

b b

4!1
: (Pus) ay = - f

.’.

z +Y’ --
+.b

or, with the turbulent r = puo2g(q), since Uo
istic velocity,

-{.

.1,.

r

%%(f:”’,-l). ‘$:lf:;
3-QuoJ

.@t“&,
‘.-u.

is the only cham.cter-
..-
-.

t.—.. -—--:.—-
for l“tinsz f-low .

. ..- —.. _ ___

for turtnilent ftiw- - “
. .. ,..
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v
in the laminar case

“~
&
ax

L=constant in the

[
= constant = the

turbulent case

In the laminar

turbubit caae

NACA TN NO. 1257

The .diffe.rentrate of spread is dete~.ned once the velocity-profile 3.s
kmwn ,

An
Ides is

extension toLthe mixing between two streams of different veloci-
si~le. A suitable velocity profile here is

.

.

*

.

f(n) = o(q) =:.”+-=’ ‘ ““
—.—

where @(q) is the error integral. The same function.wa’~~us~dhy
~ Reichardt (reference7) and was found to be also the first “approximation

In G?h%~erSs computationswhich were based upon the assumption of ‘acork-
‘, stssutexcha&e coefficient (reference12).

Turbulent mixing problems based on the same assumption have been
discussed recentQby Squi.re(reference8). However, it 2s belleved that
the use of an integral relation for the energy as well as for the momen-.
tlnnmakes the treatment more uniform and allows the determination of the
power laws for velocity and width of mixing zones in a.very direct and
si~le manner.

The Energy

,Adismssion of the

Balance for the Fluctuating Motion

energy balance of the fludnzatl~ motion has been
given bYKa$m& (reference M)L The &elations Riven here ‘&e essefiially’
the same. a, however, considered.parallei&hear motion; here”it-”is .
necessary to deal with flow of the boundary-layer type, that is, in the
present case there is no mean-yressure gradient, but there are two compo-
nents of mean velocity.

In order to derive the equations without extensive writing, it is
.

convenient to change notation and use Cartesian tensor notation to denote
the pressure and the.components of the velocity:

w
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& U1 = U1 + u~?

.
U2 = U2 + uz~

U3= u3~

pyP+p’

*’

Denote the coordinates by x~~ xa~ X3. Furthe&more, the sumtion con~en-
tton is applied. The Navier+tokes equation for inoornpressiblemotion
can then be written 8im@y as,

.-

—

thq du~uk .l~+v ~=ui (U) ““-
.X+”axk “-hi axJ axJ

E@ation (l-l)ie written for the instantaneous velocity; aver@ee ~----- ‘--.
time will be taken O- after formi~ an energy equation. This is the
eteseatialdifference between this equation and the previaus energy rela-
ticn given for the man flow. Multiplying equation (I-3-by q furnishes

. .

.-

Now UiUi = U12 + Uz= + US2
right side of equation (12)

Wlq

v‘i hxpq

Hence equation (12) becomes

= w=. l?@the*re4 the-last tew”on-thk , “’-
can be rewritten:

1 a%iui=-
2 v<~)(~)’” -: ~;-.:.v hJaxJ

-.

-- -—.-

Naw

w==

. Take

●

.-
. .

-- .- _

/-:

#
. 0--

f“’
~./

the time average of.equation ~13), and use the following facts: -—’,--

(a) The mean motion is ‘assumedsteady? s ~ -. w’.
.--/
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(b) The terms cmtahing only mean-s~eed terms cancel eaoh other. .—

(c) The mean ‘value

There is then obtained

-“$+ --#u=

OXk z

of any fluctuation component vanishes.

—

a2q2—.
axjaxJ

~ G.?YL (14)
&.J a.q

where

Equation (14) can be simplified somewhat by using the boundary-lqver
approxilllatiolu. It mnst be kept in mind, however, that the bouukry-layer *
conditions app4 to the mean speed and the derivatives of mean quantities
Od.yj that is,

if 5 denotes a boundkry-layer

()%=os
u~ x

thickness, but

also,

U2 !
-= o(1)
u~J

— .— —

however,

(3XZ

2W.J=

axz-

where h denotes the m--oalled
in de~ail later. By using this

— aul 1 au~~q=
u~’u~~ ~ .—. =

ax~ + 2 &2

microscale of turbulence
reasoning, equation (14)

.

,

,--

@nd is discussed
beccmes:

The order of ugnitude.of the terms of equation (15)can ncw be comp&3d
in a way similar to that ueed in I@&Ss paper: the flow represented by “.
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w e@a-tion (15) ctitki*
istic lengths b and
referred to tJ. Thus,

“1?

one cha-mcbmistlu velocity U ,@d two character-
1. The flu@uating quantities will, ae before, be
re~te: q~ w W, and so forth~ and the foU.ow--

ing expression is obtained: .,-...
.: ,,

us e~s=.a L3+a4v~ ‘>
s.~—+a2 -a5V~

35 6 . .A :.~ ~ ~“. .“

,=”

where the ai have the character of correlation coefficients and.depend

on X2
—=TS6 say. In ctinparingthe”order of ma~tude of the terms in

equation (15) the following distinction must be made:

(a) Compare the order at a given q, at different downst~P=i-. .. . tions.

(b) Compare the order at .~f erent values of ,q across the mixing.
ragion. “~ -“...,’””.“ .. -.”:’- .

.,.’
The di~ussion for item (a) is equivalent tQ Ek&ue&Is discussion.

. .

First$ . ...- ,.+
., ..

‘? ‘ ‘
G.

,..
v% @<<v%

.,,.

since 8>> y, and it is very unlikely that ~ is “muchdifferent
a5. The rest of the terms are of the same order if the fundamental
tion between ~ and 5 is.satisfied (reference 14),that is, if

.

.-

.- —
—

from
rel2i-

~d

,., ..

where a de~ends on the coeffic~ents

type of relation is satisfied will be
suits,in a.q.zone.

aU5

ai and thns aU . q. ,.’Thatthis

shown later from e~6rimen&l re-
--# ——

-- ..-.

To comyare the order of ma~tu&e acro~e a$~ng zcne or bo-
layer, as indicated In item (b), requires the lmawledge of the mechanism
of turbulence or experimental measurements. This correspoxuis,of co~se,

. to the fact that the ti>energy and”momentum e~ations csimot furnish
we velocity.profile but lead to general re~tions for-the x(dotitre&u)
vfiiatlon of the characteristic quantities a.fter’avelocity distribution
is known, The general relation is between .h &d .5. .-

..-
. .
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as reported later, the following picture is ob-

— m~
~1’u2r ~ measured (“Production”term)

& u2’~2 unknown (“Diffusion”term involvlng
triple correlation)

..

la—- — ptu2t. unknown (sW geneml nature)
p ax=

measured

St is evident from the present considerations that measurement of the
triple correlation is extremely desirable. In the fd.lowing sections of-
the report a discussion of the measurements for the case of the plane mix-
ing zone Is presented.. The results of these measuremente wi3J.then be
treated in the light of these considerations.

EQUIPMENT A.NDPROCELWRE

Wind Tunnel

The investigationwas carried out in the wind

●

tunnel shown in fiuure
1. The t~el is especially des@ned for investigations of.two-dimem-lonal
nature becauee of an 8:iaspect ratib (6o by 7.5 in.). The turbulence
level is controlledby & honeycomb and seamless precision screens, followed
by a 10:1 contraction. The ecreens have 18 meshes per inch and a wire di--
ameter of 0.018 inch. The honeycmb consists of papermailing tubes, 6
inches”long and linch in ddameter.

.
The jet emerging from the contraction (fig. 1) isallowed to mix on

one of its boundaries with the sti~ air. The other boundaries are solid
lwX1.ls. R 18 especi41y Import-mt that the boundary opposite to the mix-
ing zone under investigationbe closed. Thls fS achieved by means of–a
plate-glass surface which
the half Jet and improves

reduces influences”of any draft ii the room on
the We-dimensional character of the ~et.

m

.

.

.

. .
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The tunnel is operated by a 62-horsepower
engine, noiWml.lyoperating at a fraction of its rati~; “;hich’dmiv~a two
eigh~blade fans. The speed is controlled remotely by means of a small
electric motor which drives the throttle through a gear and lea&screw
s~stem. The velocity range o? the tunnel is about 5 to 40 meters per
second. ~h,e..~er~entsfiere camied out at a s~eed of 18 meters ~qr see
ond.

Z!raversing~echapism -
.. .
. .. .._

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the types of mechanism used during the ex--
periments. Traversing in the longitudinal direction (x-direction),Q-
all.elto the mean flow, was done by a hand-operated.screw (fig. 2). In
the lateral direction (y-direction)the hot-wire carriage was moved.by a
small 6-volt direct-currentmotor (fig. 3). A revolution counter indi-
cated the position of the hot wire within @.02 centtiter.

TX hot-wire carriage (fig. 3) consisted.of a
cotid be rotated in a horizontal.plane by means of
screw system. Means were provi~ed for reading the
hot-wire holder consisted of cersmic tubing fitted
mounted on the top of the Z bar, The mounting was
the ho~wire holder couldbe rotated in horizontal
This azmngemerit was necessary for meaeuzements of
coefficient k. -

For the measurements of the RV correlation.

Z-stipe brass bai??hich
Q s- gear and lead-
rotatibn angle. The
in a short brass tube
so constructed that
and”verti~ Rlanes.
@ qnd correlation ~

the traversing mecp.,. .
ism sham in figure 4 was used. ;@;of the ho~re holders w~-stati~
arY~ the ot~r was movable by means of a hand-operated screw. Care was
%-en to maintain the two hot wimq paranal. The ititi~ distance be-
tween the wires was meaaured with an ocular ticr~ter. The accuram of
the mechanism was

The hot-wire

M3.006 centimeter.
–. —

HoWire Equipment

apparatus used during the measurements is described h
detail in reference 5.

Mean-Speed measurementa.- A half-roil(0.000~ in.) platiriumwire of
l+ent,jm.eterlength was used. The measurements were made by the cqnstan%
resistance method. This method has the advantage of keeping the wire
sensitivity constant throughout the velocit~”profile.

It tit be kept in-mind,‘of course, that the hot wire measures the
absolute magnitude of the velocity. Huwev6r, aa will be seen later, it
is,justi.fiableto aeeume that the lateral ccmponent of velocity is very
much smaller than.the longitudinal coqpo,nentthroughout.the &in portion
of the half jet.

,
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The transverse component of the velocity was also measured at
x . 54,3 cemt~me~yyj, The method was as follows: Tvb identical hot wires
were-p~ced at a distance of 15centimeterej one Lehind
downebieam direction. The velocity difference Au was
the mixing zone. Since

&*&=_$
hax,

the graphical integration of the function

$
= f(y)

the othetitn-the
measured ac”r”oea’

gives the distribution of the transverse component of the velocity for a ‘
constant value of x.

Turbulence measurement.- l?orthe investigation of turbulent fluctw
atione, 0.00024-inc~W~~~ton wire was used. The wire was soft-soldered
to the tips of f~e ~ewi~ needles after the silver coating had been
etched off, The longitudinal component of the fluctuatimliswas measured
with a si@e hot wire> the lateral component with a hi-plane x-type
meter composed of two hot wires. The measurements were carried out b~ *
conventionalmethods.

~lvt
Meafiurementof the double correlation coefficient .~.- !l?hemethod

used is similar to the one proposed byH. K. Skramstad (reference 16).
The correlation coefficient was measued with the acme X-type meter as

Wae used for v~ measurements. The method ooneists inputting,the out-
Ruts ti the two wires 8eptiteQ thrc- the ~JJfier, and also the sum

(or difference) of the outputs. It is essential to make a correction for
the difference in sensitivity of the two wires. The method of correction
is given in appendix A. This methcd was worked out and used by P. Johnson
at the California Institute of Technology during eimilar measurements on
a flat plate.

An alternative method of ineasurlngthe double correlation coefficlsnt
was also wed; this involved @atographla recordings of correlation fig-
ures from the screen of an oscilloscope. .Thls %ype $ measurement was
f%rst tie by Reichardt (reference”7)i The ~OCedUre is aS,fO~~: u’-
and vt-metere aae zuotited next to each other as close as possible.
The signals from the meters are amplified by two sep~ate ~pl.lfi8rS
which must, of come, have the same freguency and phaee-8hift character-
istics., The septiate outputs of the tWO amplifiers.are then cotiMtdJ
One to the hor~~on~al and me other to the vertical deflection plate Of
the oscilloscope: The gain’of the oscilloscope amplifiers is set in such
a ws# that the amplitudes of the horizontal-and verticaZ flUCtUatiOXS

,

.

.

i

.

.
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.

become the same. The crosses on.the pictures (figs. ‘jto 11) &e obtained
by setti~ the gain of first the horizontal and then the vertical oscillo-
scope amplifier to zero; thus a check for the amplitudes of the fluctua-
tions is obtained. The figures were photographed with an exposure time of
la seconds. The correlation coefficient is calculated from the equation

.
a2 .. .. .k.-—
a2 + b2

where a and b axe the major and minor axes, respectively, of the COY
relation ellipsd.

Measurement of micros~ale turb~enc~.- This involved measurements of—.
. correlation between longitudinal velocity fluctus,tiongtittwo different

points. Two parallel 0.0002kinch wires were used.,one stationary and
one movable. From the outpute of the wires, ~ was computed Themlcro-.

. scale of turbulence then was obtained by fitting a parabola to the upper
part of thg ~ correlation curve.

Correlation figures
scope.

were also obtained on the screen of-an oscillo-”

.- .

R.ZSULTISAND DISCUSSION”

Velocity ’Distributions

Careful velocity measurements and visual observation of the velocity
fluctuations on the oscillosc~pe show the following facts:

(a) The boundary layer at the mouth of.the Jet is only O.1 centimeter
thick and is lsminar.

(b) The free boundary layer is leminar from x= O to x+ 6centi-
meters. The transition from leminar to turbulent flow at
x; 6 centimeters can be seen clearly on the oscilloscope.

(C) Fully developed turbulent-velocity profiles are obtained only for
x> SO centimeters, approximately.

Figure I-2shows k m&&velocity distiributi o~”acrosithe fifi~ ““”-
. zone at dlf’ferentetaticns downstream atx= 10, 30, 54=3; 75, and-w

centlnetere. l?orconvenience iq the fi~e the x-axis is chosen parallel
to the free-stream

.

figures the x--axis

Wrection. (This is Toll.mien’qnotation; ineLl other

C05reSpOnd8 to the ~ & o.5str&&nec)‘The
U.
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boundaries of the mixing region were chosen arbi@%rily, defined by the

.

str&ml.ined corresponding to & = 0.95 and & = O.1O. It can be seen

that for x> 30 centimeters, where the fully developed turb~-ent V~~OC-
ity ~rofiles exist, the spread is linear.

-.

In order to demonstrate more ex~licitly the difference between the
velocity distributions in the partially developed and the fully developed
turbulent mixing regions, figure 13 shows the measured velocity profiles
plotted on a nordlmensl.onalscale. It is immediately obvious that while
the velocity profiles measured at x = $@) 75, 65, arid!54.3centimeters
(the fully developed region) follow the same curve, that is, bhey are
similar; at x = 20 the meastied profile deviates aypreclably from the
fully developed t~e..

The results of the lateral-velocity-componentmeasurements are given
in figure 14. The meamrements were carwied out only up to E = --0.6$
because at larger values of ~ the front hot wire was in the re@on
where u is no longer large ccmpared with v; therefohe, the assumption .
that the absolute magnitude of the velocity indicated by the hot wire may
be considered equal to the velocity component, u, no longer holds.

J3yuse ofG&tlerls theoretic~ values of the letteralmean-velocity
c“ompouent,which are convenient and accurate enou@ for computing a cor-
rection of this type, u~o was calculated from the measured absolute

_itude of the velocitiy. It was found that, in the regfon ~< E < -1,4
the error involved in neglectir~ this correction IS of the same order of
-~t~de ss the e~ertiental scatter. This justifies neglecting-the dif-
ference between the a?)solute-tu&e of the veloclty and its Icngitudiual
component for W < ~ < -1.4, and the hot-wi~e measurements may be con-
sidered to be correct in this region.

.—
One mean-velocity distribution, that at x = 54.3 centimeters, &s

measured with a total-head tube in order to see how closely the results
agreed with the hot-wire measurements. The results are plotted in figure
l?; the a@eement se- to be satisf~tory. The effect of large velocity .
fluctuations on the high total-head-tube reading at low velocitlea can be
seen clearly in the figure.”

On comparing the results with measurement given in the papers of
‘lollmien(reference18) mid Cordes, the agreement seems to be satiafacttiry;
Reickdt’s results, however, diverge appreciably. The value of u

(“a )~ ~ in TolJmien’s notation obtainedby the C&tingenmeaeur~

ments (reference19) is 11.99; Cordes gives 0 = 11.95 (reference15) ~
compared with 12.O obtained with the present measurements (fig. 14), in

‘-

.

.
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. each case the value of o be@ choseri-forthe best fit to Tollmien~s

curve. Fitting G6rtler’s theoretical curve the pre=nt tii.surementsgive
a = 11.0 (fig. 15); while Reichardt~s value of o ts 13.9 (reference12). ‘“-.
Reichardt noticed the discrepancy between-his and earliei?measm%me=ts

-k

and explained it by the fact that esrly measurements d~~ not go far etio~h
away from the jet opening. It is believed, however, that three-Mmensional
effects may have disturbed the flow conditions during Reichardt~s measure-
ments. The two-di.mensionalityof the $et used during the present mea6izbe-
men’tswas checked and confirmed.

.

.

Jaa comparison of the measured velocity profilee with the e~s%ing.
theories it m%s found, as mentioned in the ‘Introduction,that by =“aF-
propriate choice of the cohstant o both .thetheory based on c@iatant
mixing length and the one based on.constant exchange coeffi_oienican be
made to’a~ee with the velocity dfstrib”utionobtained by tisw-erneiit.
Figure 14 shows that for ~ = 12.O the agreement with TolHencs .veloc-
ity profile is fair~v good; while far cs=11.O @rtlerr8 veloci~ FrO-
file is better ayprbximated (fig. 15). As a matter of factj”ti error
integral cWve (,@rtler?sfir”stapprox&atioti) gives a reas~ble a~ee-
ment with the mea&.red values”as shown in figure~~ ‘ . ‘“ ‘

‘J4, “.- -
In order to.avoid this arbitrariness intli~ clioiceof a> a conv”e@-

ient parameter was chosen that could be completely defined frti the ?neas-
ured velocity distributions at every value of x. Such a Tmximeter is ~,.
known as the momentum thiclmess in the boundary-layer theorjj and is d8-
fzned at a given value of x as[./~ati

w

d =
J u:.Cu......

Therefore, b presenting the basured
figure 15,all qugmtities are plotted

c4nf#”Jems,.ty) ‘“<”“-“-”- ~- .:,,-. .

()l+dy o
--..

data in the figures subsequent to -
againgt y/a.

. . , ___

Turbulence Level
. . .._

x -—.

Measurements of “thelongitudinal and lateral components of the veloc-
ity fluctuations were caxried out at three 8tationf3: x.= 30centimeter,
x= 54.3 centimeters, and x = 75 cetitimtiters.Figures 16, 17, and 18 “
show the distribution of the relative velocity fluctuations or turbulence

d levels, ut/u and v’/u, at the three sktions. -Itcsn be seen from
these figures that- ., .

(a) The lateral distrt%ution of uf/u remains v-er;n~&%e’*–
Eor differeirt@.lstancee

.
same is true of vt~u.

downstiesn of the jet ope&g; the
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(b) Both turbulence levels reach a mzzhmuu at the outer edge of
mixi~ zone.

1~7

the

It ia Interesting to note that Correiriismeasurements in an axfu.
symmetrical Jet (reference20) show similar distributions of both Ut,’u
and V:/U. Of course, the turbulence levels in the himvebc~ty region
of each cross section are much higher beca~e a fully developed free-
turbulent Je~ has no free--stream flow; that is, it haa nonadjacent stream

with $=0 and with a turbulence level which is small and due to the

tunnel only and hence, independent of the mixing mechanism. Nevertheless,
the geneml character of the distributions is similar in the two cases.

In order to get a better picture of the velocity fluctuations them-
selves, Ut and VV, their distribut~on is plotted in a dimensionless
form, u*/uo and v?~o> in figure 39. It is seen that the &due of
ut/Uo is considerably higher aorms the mixing zone than the value of
vf/uo. l?u.rthermore,the v? fluctu.atloneseem to reach maxlmu.mvalue
somewhat closer to the free etream than do the U1 ~luctuations. ALso
it should be noted that the fluctuat~ons are somewhat lower for x = 30
centimeters, lmcawse.the re@9-i~re ~~et..re=h~d t~.f~ devel-
oped turbul.ent-~a%~~--” -
_—.

It”stiouldbe ~ntioned tmt nd effo~ was ~de to ~or~ct thg ho% ~
wire measurements in regions of high turbulence level. The nature of
these corrections is discussed briefly in reference 20.

,’ .

~orrelation COefficiefitMeas~ment~

Figures 16, 17, and 1~ show the distribution of the double correla--
——~lv?

tion coefficient k = - at the stations x =Utvb 30 centimeters x = 54.3
centimeters, andx= 75 centimeters. A comparison of the three distri-
butions is given in figure 19 where the solid line indicates the average
values of the correlation coefficient at the three stations.

The correlation coefficients on the free--etreamsi~ oftdm mixing
zone seem to be somewhat high. This proba~l.yis due to the fact that the
measurement of the wire senkltivitieb S1 and S2 is more difficult -
here because of the one-sided fluctuations which will be mentioned later.
Furthermore, the Influence of the ratio S1/S~. on the value of k is
more

tian
less

Pronounced in this region (appendixA~: -

As mentioned earlier, an alternative u-thti of measuring the correla-
coeffitiientwas also,employed, These msasureknts, however, are
accurate. This becmnes particularly evident near the free stream

.

.

.

.

0
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. (figs’;6and7). It can be seen that calculation of the correlation coef–
ficient (that is, by meam.ring the mJGr ad minor axes of the “elJ-.iPse”)
from figures 6 and 7 is unre~ahb, ‘Fromfigures ~ and 10 the calculated

correlation coefficient ie k = -0..45,and k = -0.38 as compmed with

k= -0.~1 and k = 4.hO obtained by using the double hot–wire method.
On the other hand, the pictures show the interesting way in which the
correlation between u~ @ ~? chzmges acroee the mMiw zone. j?lglxce

5 W ~akeziW the free stresmwhege k = O. It is worth noticing that
the circ’ti~ spo’tis form@d by individud arcs of m6re or hBS-Ci.iWl@

shape. This can be seen even better in figure 20, where on the right
side a pictzre of short expomme shows the shape of such an arc. ThiS

shows that although k = O in tbe fresstream, the fl.uctuat.ionsin the
free 8tream are not entirely 01 random character, which is a well-lmcm -
characteristic of low+..m?mlmnce tunnels. The picture in figui% 21 ~s
taken in the isotropic turbulent f’ieldbehind a screen. A@in k = o>
but the picture on the right shows that here u{ and Vq are truly of
random character. .
,. —.

FQuYe 6 waE taken at the free-stream edge of the mixi~ zone. It
is seen that the circular shaye of the correlation figure & somewhat
distorted, an indication that,the correlation coefficient is n6”lo@er
zero. It is to be noted that this distortion Occur& ~n only one iUr.eG–
tion. In figures 7 and 8 the distortion is even more pronounced. F~We
9 shows the highest correlation; while figures 10 and U were taken on
the outer edge of the mixing zone (that is, the zerc-velocity edge) where
the correlation coefficient decreases.

Corrsin (reference20) also measured the correlation coefficient at
one section in the axially symmetrical Jet. The meximum value was +.42.
The explanation for the difference between that maximum value and the one
presented here is not evident. -—

}
Turbulent Shearing Stress

I&on the measured correlation coefficient and the components of the
turbulent fluctuations, the turbulent shear oan be calculated easily.

Figure 22 shows a comparison of the measured shear and that obtained
from Tollmients and G6rtlerrs,theories, The method of computing the
shear distributions from the velocity ~rofi~e of G&tler was given by
C. C. Lin (appendixB). The same method was used for calculating the
shear from TolJMen*s velocity profile; of course, this can be carried out
analytically since the velocity distribution is given in a closed form.

It is seen that the mea’suredshear is considerably smaller than the
theoretical values of Tollmien and G&tler. The difference between the
maximum values i8 kbout 25 percent. The difference on the outer edge of.
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the mixing zone ie even larger and is, of course, &.ueto the fact that
“Doththeories assumdfully turbulent flow across the entire width of the

●

mixing zone. This assumption was found to be incorrect. (See oscill-
grams in reference 20.)

The calculation of’the shear distribution from the measured velocity
profile was also carried out. In evaluating the constant of integration

(appendixB) the condition that T be maximum where $~~ = O was used -

instead of the boundary condition at the outer edge of the mixing region;

that is, T = () when au
s=o”

,The reason for choosing thi-swas that at the outer edge of’ the mix-
ing region the simplified form of the flow equation used in the analysis
does not hold; it was thou@t, therefore that the evaluation of the con-
stant of integration from conditions at the outer edge is not Justified.

The condition that T k“ a maximum at 5%=.0
~32

appears physical~

so~d. (Thetii~len$th theories lead also, of course, to this condi-
ticm.) It should be pointed out that by t~s method of calculation the
shear has yositive values at the outer edge of the mixing zone. ..

Figure 22 shows a good agreement between the calculated shear from
the measured velocity profile and the measured shear.

Fram.the meaaured shear and the velocity gradient, the ~ti”ng length
and the exchange coefficient distributions across the m.ixi.ngzone were
computed (fig. 23). The i~egular shape of the curves is due”to the dif-
ficulty of obtaining the slope of the velocity profile graphically.

It is seen from figure 23 that neither the assumption of coutant
mixing length nor-that of constant exchange coefficient holds throughout
the mixing region.

Mlcroscale of Turbulence

Measuremmts of correlation between the lotigitudinal fluctuations at
two different points at various positions in the mixing region are pre-
sented In figures 24 to,29. The measured values of Rv were plotted on

.
a ra~her I.exgeecale, so that the parabola defining the microscale of
IXcrbulence ~ could be obtained with reasonable accuracy. Figure 24
shows the Ry distribution at different latez%l pos.,iti”onsfor x = 30
centimeters. It is eeen from this,figure.that the paxabola corresponding

9

●

✎

.

.
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.
‘to’.x =@ *24:eentimeter is fa~~~ well”~efltiedby the ~ti~ire~’poinii -
‘“.ad that the parabolas,co~yqspo~ng to A = 0.21 cmntjmeter and.....
A ~:0,27 centimeter fall above,,-~ below the measured ppints, re’spec-”
tively.” Thus the dete~ha.t~on tif’k by fitting the

?
curve in the

neighborhood of the origin c= ie obtained wi~hin about O percent ac--..
curacy. .-

..’, .—

Figure 2$ is repro&uced in figure 25 In order to show more explic-
.

itly tineinterestl~.resr+”$ that the microscale of turbulence is corr-
stant across the mixing region. This result is confimned furtherby ‘
measurements at %hefcross sections x = 54.3 centimeters and x= 75

.’centwters (figs!,27”&d 28).., ~,. ,“ . ;_ _ - .,. .

Considerable error,in measurements was introduce at-points close”” “-
to the outer edge OY th,emixing zone. At these points, the large lat-

. eral coqmnent “ofth”evelocity caused the outer wire to fall.into the
wake of the inner one as”the two-wires were placed close to each other.

k@re 3Qshows.

effect shows up

z =-3.48,thet!l

centimeter. No

.

this effect. ,Xt is seen tkt, while for ~= -0,97 the

only when the wi>es tire0.025 centimeter a~art, for: ‘-‘- -

&ror becomes appreciable at a wire dist&ce”-”6f0“.10 -“”...-— .-
effort was made to correct such error;”measurei&its a%

such points were disregarded since any correction at these.large turbu–
lent levels is doubtful.

,. -..

As a matter of interest, some correlation pictures were taken.at

the point x = 75 centimeters, ~ = 1.99 for wire distances d = 0.027,
,,

and d = 0.lg2 centimeter. (See figs~ 31 end.32.) The~pict~es on th~
left-hand side were taken with a 15-centimeter e~otiure, the o,nes-on the
right were instantaneous pictures. The calculated correlation coeffi-
cients from these pictures are Ry= 0.985 and Rx= 0,89as cdmpared
,with0.990 and 0.902 obtained by direct measurements.

The correlation coefficient ~, expressing the correlation be-
,twebn the u? fluctuations at two points displaced in’the z~rection,
was also measured at ow point of the mixing zone to check the assumy
tion of two-dimensional flow. F@.zre 33 sh%e tfit the Ry”and Rz
distributions-are identical within the r~ge of scat~~r. - ~~

..,. ..- .---,.... . . .. . .. .—
,. ,.F:-——. ...,“. -’ .=-

.-sc~l~–of~-~~ulenc~ .“. _ ~-.~_‘“., _- ~ :.
.:.” ,,, ..-.. . “-‘“ .- .-. --,

From the”meastied “Ry.. distributions, the ~ni~u~e(~f k~6-Fcal~oi’

turbulence could be estimated. This was &one by fitting an exponential

—-
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function to the Ry distribution, as shown h figure 34. It was found that -
for a given value of x the scale decreasee somewhat from the free-
stream side of the mixing region toward the outer edge. The longitudinal
distribution of the scale at approximately the same values of y/O shows
a linear increase with x. (See fig. 35.) This fQure also shows the
variation of the microscale ofturbul.encewith x. This variatim can
be approximated by a parabola (straight-lineapproximation would give a ..... ‘-
finite value Of x = 0).

Energy Balance Estimated from the Measured Quantities

The energy equation in a twtimetiional mixing region has the form
(from equation (15) under Analytical Considerations):

The first term represents the production of turbulent energy and can ?Ie
calculated from the measured shear stress and velocity profile. The
third term can also be calculated from the me~ured fluctuating veloci-
ties and can be shown to be negligibly small compared with the other
quantities. The fourth tem represents the energy dissipation due to
Viscosity. The ma@.tude of this quantity can be approximated from the
measured microscale of turbulence. Each term of the dissipation

can be eqressed in ~erme of’a microecale. If the turbulence is iso-
tropic, the dissipation can be written in terms of a single mi.croscale
A:

D= 15V$ (reference 9)

A being a function of Ry. Duripg the present measurement, only this
1 was measured, and although the turbulence in the mixing region is not
isotropic, as a first approximation the dissipation was calculated from
the foregoing relation.

Figure 36 shows the turbulent energy production and dissipation as
a function of y~i9. The difference of the two function gives, according
to the energy equation, the diffusion term. It is interesting to notice
that all three energy ternk reach their maximum value at about the same

region, namely, close to the inflection point df the velocity distribu-
tion.

.

.

m’
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. From the tiffusion tezm, the distribution of the energy transport
,throu@ a unit s~”fape can be estimated. It.is seeri@o?n fl@re 37 t~t}
in the middle of tilem?lxing region, this term is small compared with the
double correlation coefficient and becomes gradually larger on approach-
ing the two edges”of the mixing regicm. At.the edges, however, no conc-
lusive remarks can be made as to the relative magnitude of “thetriple
correlation, since all simplified assumptions made in the evaluation of
‘thddiffusion term fail there.

CONCLUSIONS
. t

Measurements of the field
mixing zone chow that both the
vary across the mixing region.

of fluctuating velocities in a tur%ulent
tixing length and exchange coefficient
The theories of Tollmien and Prandtl-

. G&%ler which assume constant mixing length end constant exchange coeffi-
cient, respectively, are thus Weed on invalid assumptions. It is typfciil
of phenomenological theories of turbulence that the mean-speed distribu-

. tions derived from such theories can be brought into fair agreement
with experimental measurements. This is found to be the case here alsoif
the results of Tollmien and Prandtl-C%rtler velocity distributiti are
c’o~sred with the measured distributions. conclusions regarding the.pZiys-
ical significance of theories of ,turbulencemust be based og comparison
with e~erimental investigations of the ?ield Of fluctua.tiw Vel~ities~

,.

The discussion of the ’energyand nmaentum”&begr& rel&i& fcm the
-—.- --

mean and fluctuating motion shows that the ovez-all characteristics of a
turbulent mixing process can,be obtained by di~~ioti reasoning without
any assun@iona for the physical mechanism of turbulent motion.

The following res~ts of the measurements of turbulent field appear
of general importance:

(a) Themicrosc&le of turbulence A was foundto
the larger part of the mixing zone.

(b) &rm&cs fundamental relation between A and
bulence L was found to hold.

be constant across

the scale of tu~
-,

{c) The double correlation coefficient reaches amaxinmm value Of
approximately -0.55 hear the inflection point of the me-velocity
distribution. .

(d) The tlu?eeenergy terms -production, diffWion~ and dis~ipation
of energy -.arefotid to have a maximum value in the middle of the mixing
region. ..

Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, ‘ . “—
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, Calif., ih.dy24, 1946
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APPENDIX A .

.

METHOD OF CORRECTION FOR THE DIF3EMWC E IN SENSITIVITY OF TWO H~ WIRES

USED FOR CORRELATION--COEFFICIENTMEMUMMENTS

The equilibrium equation of the hot wire is given in the form (ref-
erenoe 21)

where At and B; are conetant8.

With

the eq~tion’becomes

,, .

With i constant the

i’R =A+B~
AR

differential of equation (1) is

“(.1)

_x%i-~=L 2B&~
(m)’

=;(s3du ~—
u

2=(”A )

.~R _i2~
Ou

.

‘M by definitionsince io2 = —
R

or du=. ~.?dR ““

u A13R(iz- io~)
,,,. ,.

Let e = idR and S(ILR) =wire se~itivity. = ‘.~(i
2_ io2)- .

ma

then h=2Q - (2) -
u s

7
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. On iqmessing the
vanometer reading

where

3i

voltage e across the emplifier input the thermogal-
will be

“ (3)

h

.- , .,

If U is considered as the coqonent of t@e _ velocity perpetiml.ar
to the hot wire, and the effect of the flow p~el to the wire is nee
lected, the equations for,untiorm, unsteady flow across two wires, as
shown, are found in the following msmner:

. U1= usina

. au==sinadu
.

bt du = Ut$

or for the case

+ucosadu

and Uda=vt

dUl =

~=

U1

u= =

dU2 =

=

ig=

u=

p= 2U,

Ut
—+-fi cot a
Uu

u sin (~ -a)

sin (p -a) du -u cos (p -a)da
}

(4)

Ju~sin(p-a)–vzcos (~-a) “

~1 V9
u cot (B -“’a)—-—

u

dU2. U? Vt
— = —- _ cot a
u= u u

(5)

For the case a = 45°, equations (4) and (5) become
..

.
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,.

From equatione

3?romequatione

Fz%m equations

4~e~ + e~) =

U1 u u

du* u? v?
—=—- —
u= u u

(2) and (6a),
.—

[(---Y+”22Z+2’p=stti
4 u.) ~2 01u

(2) and (6b]. . .-

S:[()
~t\2 —

e22=___2
Ulvl

()

v? 2
—+ —’ 7

4u- ~2 UJ

(z)and (6a) and (6b)

+ (s12- S22)2 ~

= (s.

+ (s;

= (s.

+ (SZ

In terme of equation (3),theee become

(6a)

()
2

- SJ2 +

2

(la)

2 V1
+ s=) —

()s2wu12_2- 2~tvl

‘272=~L; 017+ :.

(6b)

(7)

(8)

2

()

2

()
4D2Y1+2 = (S1 + S2)2 \$ -I-(S12 - S22)2 ~ -I-(Sl - S2)2 ~ (9)

()&yI-.2 = (Sl - S2)2 ~ 2+(S12 — 2

()
- S22)2 & + (S2 + S*)2 + (lo)

.

.

.

.

.

.

n
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L Fron equations (7) and (8),

.

.

and

From

—— .—, .

4112
~; (71 + 72) = ~~z

!s)’ +(91+‘(%S)F
equation (10)

Subtracting equation (13)from ea-aation(12)leaves.-

Adding equations (n) an~ {14) yields -

4*ky= +%72+71+72
s=s~k= s~ .-y]“(y -.

By subtracting equation (14) from equation (n), ,.

33

—
-.

(U)

(i2)
.—

.-

12

01-—
u

(13)

.
.-

(14)

[

4D2 S2 S1
— —yl+—Yz- (71 + 72-
S1S2 S1 S2 4 =4(9

and when equation (8) is subtracted from equation (7),

“(i$-”a=”% “

equatiens become.
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And the correlation coefficient is
.

Utvt 1-K

----- -.. . . . ---
NAUA ‘L’NNO.

(li~+a)

(1+$ -a)

(1-{)

The relation 71+2 + y1_2 = 2(71 + 72) gives alternate forms of the
equations.

In the case in which a is not 45°,

2

()
d- u v
u ‘a K7ii/f%

remain the same, but
.

?

()

V*
‘L(l+~-a)tan2a— =D2—

u S12

u>’{

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
/

(20)

.

.

Equations (15)$ (19), and (20) were not used in calculating the results
presmted in this paper. It was found that the conventional direct
methods of measuring U1 md Vt gave better results. Equation (18)
has the advsmtage of containing only ratios of the wire sensltivitiee
and thermogalvanometerreadings; thus it minimizes the poesible errors
involved in the readings.

1
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mi?mmx B” . .-. —,,
.

CALiiLILATIONOF TEE Z’WKKEN’i’-Si.E!MR

. ,.

—

Since it is kuown that the widths of the free turbulent mixirq zones in–
. creass Mim=.ly w~t-at>= axial distance, the foll.owingnew independent

variable can be irmroduced.

. ,=-- -.

the fOllU W
A

= = =(!!) is chosen the twoIf a stream function of

velocity components become

By substituting these forms in equation (1),

where T = BG(~)

.: --

.

.
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In
fOrm of
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integration graphic.a.lly,the

,1... i,;.r->f“i~

.

order to he able to carry-out the
the integral ha6 to be changed.

.

[FFt+, g ~f=’-j=’~:.F “:
[“+( )/’

..—
(1 -mf)dE + c -

“2

1
(l-f) a?-

f(l-fi(l-f)d:+’c(l-f~-rdE~Jw

.

-t

.
..4 ,,

‘er [E-of+’ (f - f2)d~ - f, (1 - f)dg
+00 .

the constant of integration,where c is
.

Hence, .

1
.

~T-—=-of+
pA2

+W

From the boundary condition:

T= ()>

Therefore, --m

o =
J
‘ (f

+m

Thus, the dimensionless form of

.-m
m-— = -f

r
(f’- f2)d5

PA= ~~

1(f - f2)d~ - f (1 - f]dg

.

the turbulent shearing stress becomes

.

●

.
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Figure 31.- Lmg and short time exposureof ~
correlationat x = 75 centimeters,

y/4 = 1.99 with d = 0.027 oentimetere

Figure 32.- Long and short time exposureof ~
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